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Our Objectives
1. Understand and overcome
resident/patient and family
concerns
2. Strengthen referrer relationships
3. Build essential elements for
business development and
marketing, including compelling
visual storytelling
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Agenda
1. Understand hearts and minds in
COVID-19 (research and insight)
2. Outline a fresh approach to
overcoming barriers to rebuild census
3. Share essential elements for building
referrer relationships
4. Present tools to fuel your marketing
and business development
5. Q&A
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Hearts and minds
in the midst of
COVID-19
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National survey respondents
1,000 family healthcare
decision makers

ages 40 to 65
40 to 49 – 23%

50 to 59 – 55%

70%

60 to 65 – 22%

30%

992 respondents actively involved
in healthcare decisions for an adult
age 75 or older
In-facility use among respondents:
 Assisted living community

23%

 Skilled nursing center

13%

 Hospice care center

5%

 No, none of the above

66%
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Confidence in facilities
has suffered
In-home care

In-facility care

68

%
don’t agree

that quality care can be provided
in healthcare facilities

60

%

are more confident

that quality care can be provided
in the home
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Many considering in-home
over in-facility
In-home care

In-facility care

45-51

%

less likely or “definitely won’t use”
in-facility care

36-38

%

more likely to choose in-home
care services
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Most are afraid of resident infection
In-facility care

78

%

are concerned

about their loved one catching
COVID-19 at the facility

52

%

would remove

residents from the facility if the
option exists
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New expectations for facilities
In-facility care
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System to communicate with family in a future crisis

62%

Taking temperature of all outside visitors before entering

61%

Limited visitation by family or outside guests

59%

Access to resident's medical information without having to call

57%

Reduced resident numbers to lower chance of infection

50%

Increased use of telehealth

48%

Virtual visiting/web-based services

39%

Not sure, would never use in-facility care

10%

None of the above

4%

Answered by those who have a senior that could need care at a nursing care center (n=890)
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Understanding
resident/patient
and family barriers
to choosing you
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IMPLICATIONS: TRUST

90 27
%

%

vs.

satisfied with quality of medical care
Respondents more than three times as likely to be
satisfied with overall quality of care if they’re also
happy with the quality of communication received
about COVID-19 cases
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IMPLICATIONS: CONFIDENCE

52 29
%

%

vs.

confident loved ones are safe
Respondents nearly twice as likely to believe
resident is safer from viruses in a facility vs. in-home
if they’re satisfied staff provides compassionate
care when family can’t visit
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IMPLICATIONS: SECURITY

70

%
more likely

to believe their loved one is getting better care in a facility
than they could at home if they are satisfied with access to
information to help monitor their loved one’s health
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How to overcome the
resident/patient and
family barriers of:
Trust | Confidence | Security
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Identify where resident/
patient and family are in their
journey to you or with you
 Committed: currently living in a SNF
or ALF; highly satisfied
 Concerned: currently living in a SNF
or ALF; questioning care quality
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 Considering: currently living at home
and researching life change from
home to SNF or ALF
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Leverage data and design
thinking to break down
barriers and innovate
 Start with empathy
 Ideate quickly
 Prototype and test
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Leverage data and design thinking
to break down barriers and innovate
Empathize

Define

 Interviews

 Personas

 Shadowing

 Role objectives

 Observing

 Decisions
 Challenges
 Pain points

Ideate
 Compression

Prototype

Test

 Mockups

 Role play

 Storyboards

 Simulations

 Brainstorming

 Fishbone

 Pilot

 Focus grouping

 Swim lane

 Iterate

 Quantitative

 Scorecard

planning

research
18

Source: dschool.standford.edu
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Rebuilding Business
Trust, Confidence and Security
 Immediate and consistent
communication
 Mayo Clinic partnership
 Proactive innovation and
leverage technology
 Multi-sensory assurance
throughout experience
 Brand differentiation
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Rebuilding Business

Trust, Confidence and Security

Kendal and Mather
pivoted via digital
messaging, virtual events
and resident referrals to
rebuild occupancy.
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Evaluate solutions through a
mental, emotional and practical
litmus test from our data.
Are we …
 Earning trust
 Building confidence
 Enveloping in security
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REFRAME to rebuild trust
 Admit mistakes and describe
corrective actions
 Educate about your COVID-19
precautions in place
 Continually update on your risk
mitigation measures
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CONNECT to their perspective
 Communicate frequently and
consistently
 Innovate with telehealth and remote
care tools
 Train staff to demonstrate compassion
and develop methods to connect
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GROW by tailoring and
targeting your messages
 Amplify your social proof
 Go virtual with more robust marketing
tools
 Laser-focus relevant digital messages
to your most promising self-referral
prospects with a CRM and ABM
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Transforming referrer
relationships to an
indispensable
partnership
25
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REFRAME to signal business
opportunity
 Quantify value to their business
 Complement value to your residents
 Collaborate instead of compete
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CONNECT to their perspective
 Communicate frequently
 Innovate with data
 Augment their staff with your expertise
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GROW by tailoring and
targeting your messages
 Amplify your outcomes
 Laser-target with tools such as
account-based marketing to
laser-focus relevant digital messages to
your most promising referral prospects
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Rebuild census
through these
essential elements
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REBUILDING CENSUS: Elements

Your essential growth elements
 Brand
 Experience
 Messaging
 Technology
 Actionable data
30
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REBUILDING CENSUS: Elements

Brand
 Differentiation
 Distinct value
 Realized in experience and culture
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Visuals are an element of telling
your story.
 Evoke emotion
 Create connection
 Stimulate engagement
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%

Higher engagement for
social media posts with
images vs. text-only
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Rate of information recall

%
Text-only information

vs.

%
Text + visuals
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YOUR VISUAL STORY

Use visual elements to
connect with your audience
 Know your audience
 Understand what appeals to their
interests, experiences and
challenges
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YOUR VISUAL STORY

Differentiate from competitors
 What human characteristics describe
your brand?
 Take elements of your brand as visual
hallmarks
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YOUR VISUAL STORY

Messaging:
Additional context
 Some may need more than others
 Don’t sacrifice quality for context
 Consider proximity
 Additional text in image
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YOUR VISUAL STORY

Brand:
Connect the dots (or squares)
 At least one/multiple brand elements
 Make it ownable
 Subliminal or obvious hallmarks
 Consider the medium (K.I.S.S.)
 Style and color
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YOUR VISUAL STORY

Services:
Educate when possible
 Some don’t read or are literal
 Set an expectation
 Increase overall awareness
 Make it relatable
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Differentiate
using stock
photography
40
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DIFFERENTIATE WITH STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY

Authenticity

 Awareness of overuse
 Local competitor landscape
 Connecting with emotion
 Differentiate
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DIFFERENTIATE WITH STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY

The literal police

 The literal vs. metaphor
 Simple always wins
 Think of the medium
 User experience
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DIFFERENTIATE WITH STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY

Creating a story

 Modifying stock
 Utilizing multiple images
 Additional messaging
 Aligning to service lines
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It’s a marathon, not a sprint
 It takes time and repetition for a brand
to sink into consumer consciousness
 Represent your brand consistently
across all channels
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Experience model design

Integrate brand, communications and culture to reframe, connect and grow

Awareness

1. Disease Trigger
2. Treatment Selection
3. Referral
45

Patient Care
Experience

4. Assessment
5. Admission
6. Care Plan Created
7. Care Cycle
8. Transition

Advocacy

9. Evaluation
10. Follow-Up
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Experience
 New ways of socializing and enjoying
life-affirming experiences
 Thinking of opportunities to enrich the
employee experience
 Engage your employees in ways to
innovate your experience culture
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Messaging
Leverage testimonials from ...
 Residents
 Families
 Staff
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Technology
 Account-based marketing (ABM)
 Customer relationship management
(CRM)
 Virtual tools
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Actionable data
 Surveys, star ratings and state reports
 QAPI dashboard
 Outcomes data
 Research and social listening
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Next Steps
Acting on these insights
1. Revisit and update messaging – safety, value
proposition, connection
2. Reframe the communications strategies, cadence
and platforms, and crisis communications plans
3. Retain strong connection with families and partners
4. Strengthen digital capabilities
5. Retain good purpose-driven employee communications
practices
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6. Pull brand, value proposition, mission and values through
all aspects of experience, support with technology
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Thank you!
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